
  

  

Abstract—Reusable, publicly available data is a pillar of 

open science. The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) is an open 

image archive service supporting cancer research.  TCIA 

collects, de-identifies, curates and manages rich collections of 

oncology image data.  Image data sets have been contributed by 

28 institutions and additional image collections are underway.  

Since June of 2011, more than 2,000 users have registered to 

search and access data from this freely available resource.  

TCIA encourages and supports cancer-related open science 

communities by hosting and managing the image archive, 

providing project wiki space and searchable metadata 

repositories. The success of TCIA is measured by the number 

of active research projects it enables (>40) and the number of 

scientific publications and presentations that are produced 

using data from TCIA collections (39). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The volume of scientific data doubles each year with 
single experiments now generating petabytes of data annually 
[1]. Data-driven research and decision-making, though 
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broadly recognized as critical, suffer a gap between potential 
and realization due, in part, to the challenge of effectively 
managing the exploding volume of data [2, 3].  

NIH research funding for genomics and medical imaging, 
two Big Data disciplines, has shifted to a paradigm 
supporting large public databases and encouraging funded 
researchers to publicly share their data in hopes of using 
open-data to stimulate open-science collaboration.  Genomics 
has spawned numerous knowledge-sharing databases (model 
organisms, nucleotide, protein, structure, taxonomy) [4, 5]. 
Imaging projects such as the Bioinformatics Research 
Network (BIRN) [6] and recently the Human Connectome 
Project [7] are accumulating vast amounts of image data in 
order to accelerate our understanding of brain structure and 
function and have firmly established medical imaging in the 
realm of Big Data based science. In cancer imaging, the 
National Cancer Institute (NCI) has funded The Cancer 
Imaging Archive (TCIA), described here, as a public 
repository of cancer images and related clinical data for the 
express purpose of enabling open science research [8]. 

II. OPEN SCIENCE AND OPEN DATA  

The concept of open science is perhaps most generally 
assumed to mean the free sharing of tools, data and results 
among scientists; a process that began with the Renaissance.  
In more recent literature the term open science has become 
somewhat nebulous and has been used to encompass a wide 
variety of concepts [9, 10] including: 

• Using Open Source software in scientific research; 

• Making data and tools available to the public to enhance 
basic science education; 

• Making scientific results available in Open Access 
journals; 

• Finding innovative solutions to scientific problems via 
crowd sourcing; 

• Using Open Source software to capture and manage Open 
Data to encourage and support research and education; 

• Creating Research Communities around an Open Data 
resource. 

TCIA utilizes open source software to create and support 
research communities around an open access information 
resource. TCIA data was originally collected for clinical 
diagnosis or a specific research project but is now being 
offered to the research community to enable new lines of 
research. 
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III. THE CANCER IMAGING ARCHIVE (TCIA)  

A. TCIA’s Multi-component Architecture 

 Figure 1 illustrates the various ways by which images 
and non-image data are added to TCIA, stored in TCIA, and 
harvested from TCIA.  Images may be provided as completed 
collections from ongoing supported research projects or from 
completed clinical trials.  Inbound images, de-identified at 
their contributing source, are deposited with an intake server 
until they have been curated, after which they are placed with 
TCIA’s public server, either among general-access (fully 
public) collections or among limited-access collections, with 
placement determined by NCI. While most collections are 
publicly available, about 5% are limited-access for groups of 
investigators needing to share images but not quite ready to 
release their images to the public. Image metadata may be 
extracted from the images and deposited with clinical-trial 
non-image data, in the TCIA Clinical Data and Metadata 
Repository.  Some image collections arrive with annotation 
and markup objects either in DICOM format [11] or study 
specific format [12]. Ongoing research projects may add 
annotations, created by Annotation and Image Markup (AIM) 
compliant applications [13], to the TCIA Annotation 
Repository [14] or project metadata to the TCIA wiki.  All 
users have read-access to the Public Image Repository, the 
Annotation Repository, wiki, and the Clinical Data and 
Metadata Repository.  Users with project specific privileges, 
including those connected with supported research projects, 
may harvest images and data from the limited-access portions 
of the repositories and wiki and contribute (write privileges) 
to the Annotation Repository and the wiki. 

 
 

Figure 1. TCIA collects multiple types of de-identified data 

documenting supported research projects and completed 

clinical trials, and makes these data available to enable on-

going research. 

B. Contributed Images 

TCIA is a managed archive of contributed radiology 
images of cancer in DICOM format.  TCIA supports the de-
identification, submission and curation of image data so that 
they can be made publicly available in a HIPAA compliant 
form while maximizing their scientific value.  Image data are 
de-identified with open-source software [15] configured and 
provided to the contributor for the transmission of images to 
TCIA’s intake server.  Arriving images are visually inspected 
for image corruption and visible protected health information 
(PHI), while image headers are automatically scanned for 
potential PHI.  Preparation of de-identification scripts 
tailored to individual image collections and in-coming image 
quality control require significant effort and attention to 
detail. These efforts are essential, however, to high-quality 
curation [3], the activity of organizing biological information 
such that they are easily digestible by both humans and their 
computers. Upon such effort rests the efficient proof or 
disproof of hypotheses put forward by image-consuming 
researchers in hopes of biological discovery.   

TCIA groups images into collections.  A collection 
typically includes studies (groups of images and associated 
study data) from several human subjects. In some collections, 
there may be only one study per subject.  In other collections, 
subjects may have been followed over time, in which case 
there will be multiple studies per subject. The subjects 
typically have in common a particular disease and/or 
particular anatomical site (e.g., lung, brain). Collections are 
labeled so that a TCIA user can easily identify the related 
research project and cancer type (e.g., TCGA-GBM) or 
imaging modality and anatomy imaged (e.g., Prostate-MRI). 

C. Image Retrieval 

Images passing quality control are posted to a public 
server from which anyone with a TCIA account (free) may 
view and download images.  The primary image management 
application is the open-source National Biomedical Imaging 
Archive (NBIA) [16]. NBIA presents the user with over 
ninety DICOM tags upon which to refine queries on the 
image data.  Once an investigator has selected desired 
images, the images may be downloaded immediately or the 
investigator may save links to the images as a shared list; a 
list of image series stored in the NBIA database. The 
investigator may recall a shared list at any future time and 
download the associated images.  The investigator may also 
inform collaborators who could then log into NBIA and 
access the specified shared list in order to download the same 
image set, thus enabling the collaboration with a simple 
mechanism for sharing images. 

How does a researcher know what data are relevant to his 
research and how does one search for these data?  Typically, 
one would be directed to the TCIA home page to find “For 
Researchers,” specific links for: gaining access to the images, 
image collections, related publications, and research projects.  
The how of searching is well described in the TCIA User 
Guide, available from the main system menu. 

A public TCIA wiki space provides detailed information 
for most collections.  Multi-site collections include links to 
the project in which the providers are participating.  As users 
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enquire about certain kinds of images, the answers are 
captured on a public-faced wiki page. The wiki gives data 
contributors a platform to describe the scope and intent of 
their image collection and to provide metadata and/or ways 
for users to contact them.  The wiki supports research groups 
by summarizing the work of participants and posting 
conference abstracts and publications.  The public space also 
provides access to user guides. 

 The TCIA Support Center services users via email and 
direct links from the TCIA web site.   All user issues are 
documented and tracked using an open-source trouble-ticket 
program for problems in these areas: (1) normal user 
questions concerning account creation and credentialing, (2) 
use of the NBIA application, (3) direction to documentation 
on the collections. 

IV. TCIA DATA COLLECTIONS 

An NCI Cancer Imaging Program advisory group 
prioritizes new TCIA image collection candidates based on 
the extent to which the data comply with the following 
objectives: 

• NCI grant / contract award data sharing requirements;  

• Analysis of imaging features to be used as biomarkers; 

• Creation of correlative signatures for multi-platform 
biomarkers; 

• Creation of algorithms for detection of cancer; 

• Testing and validating quantitative analysis techniques; 

• Unique characteristics for clinical training. 
 

TCIA image collections represent cancers affecting a 
variety of organs (brain, breast, head/neck, lung, colon, 
prostate, kidney) from a variety of imaging modalities 
(computed tomography, magnetic resonance, mammography, 
X-ray, positron-emission tomography, radiation treatment 
planning).  There are also a few phantom collections 
available for algorithm and measurement process 
verification.  Image collections are typically from completed 
studies, as TCIA does not manage ongoing clinical trials. 
Table 1 summarizes the number of images (e.g. single CT 
axial slice) in the TCIA image collections by anatomy and 
imaging modality. It includes over 20 million chest CT 
images belonging to the limited-access National Lung 
Screening Trial (NLST) [17, 18] collection. 

 Most collections have associated clinical and/or image 
metadata, which can be accessed via TCIA wiki pages. The 
NLST collection utilizes a Query Tool that allows an 
investigator to pose user-created queries against the non-
image data collected during the trial and trial results (e.g., 
demographics, image-screening results, smoking history, 
medical history, work history, cancer diagnosis and tracking) 
and/or the imaging data extracted from the DICOM header 
(e.g., study year, kVp, mAs, pitch, series description, series 
instance UID).  Once satisfied with the results of a query, the 
results can be saved to a text file, and/or a shared list, or the 
images can be downloaded from TCIA. In addition, the 
queries may be saved for later recall or for finer tuning. 

While the Query Tool was developed with NLST data, it is 
now being deployed for use with other research groups with 

TCIA images and associated non-image data, thus allowing 
researchers to query non-image data and, among other things, 
choose images for downloading by invoking the TCIA 
image-download function from the Query Tool. 

Table 1. TCIA image collections by anatomic region 
(number of images for each imaging modality and the types 
of cancer imaged). 

 

V. TCIA ENABLED RESEARCH  

As an open-access archive linked to extensive meta-data, 
cross-disciplinary researchers can use TCIA to test 
biomedical hypotheses and develop analytic techniques. 
TCIA provides the international research community with 
free access to imaging data sets that have in the past been 
prohibitively costly or impossible to generate.  Cancer 
researchers can use these data to test new hypotheses and 
develop new analysis techniques to advance the scientific 
understanding of cancer. Engineers and software developers 
can build new analysis tools and techniques using this data as 
test material for developing and validating algorithms. 
Educators can use it as a teaching tool for introducing 
students to medical imaging technology and cancer 
phenotypes. In addition, a number of active research 
communities have developed around specific TCIA 
collections.  Table 2 lists the currently active communities 
and the associated TCIA collections. 

TCIA is actively developing collections of image data 
from cases where genomic, clinical and histopathology data 
are available on The Cancer Genome Atlas [5] website, 
providing a unique resource for researchers in the relatively 
new field of imaging phenotype to genotype analysis.  TCGA 
researchers are collecting tissue samples (brain, breast, 
gastrointestinal, head and neck, hematologic, skin, thoracic, 
and urologic) and are mapping the genetic changes in 20 
cancers.  The TCGA Data Portal provides a platform for 
researchers to search, download, and analyze data sets 
generated by TCGA while associated radiology images are 
available through TCIA.  To date 16 active research projects 
are on going based on the data available from the TCGA 
Data Portal and TCIA. TCIA enabled researchers are 
advancing the use of image and genomics data in the fight 
against breast, brain, lung and renal cancers [19-21]. 

The Quantitative Imaging Network (QIN)[16] has 
contributed brain, breast, head-neck, and prostate cancer 
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images.  More than 16 active QIN research projects utilize 
TCIA data and many of these projects maintain limited 
access collections on TCIA to support the development and 
validation of quantitative imaging-derived biomarkers. 

Table 2. Collaborative research groups that are enabled by 
the  TCIA resource. 

  

The National Lung Screening Trial was a decade-long 
multi-center trial to determine whether screening for lung 
cancer with low-dose helical computed tomography (CT) 
reduces mortality from lung cancer in high-risk individuals 
relative to screening with chest radiography. Approximately 
54,000 participants were enrolled between August 2002 and 
April 2004. The primary outcome of the trial was the finding 
that lung cancer mortality was reduced by 20% in the CT arm 
of the trial [18]. This extensive data set is now available as a 
limited access collection with access permission granted by 
NCI [22]. Eight research groups are currently utilizing this 
resource. 

A key metric of the value of TCIA is the dissemination of 
scientific research results that rely on the TCIA resource. 
Since the Cancer Imaging Archive went on-line in 2011, 
TCIA enabled research initiatives have produced 6 peer 
reviewed publications (with more in review) and 33 scientific 
presentations [23] with more in preparation as the work is 
ongoing and new projects and collections are continually 
being added.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The Cancer Imaging Archive is an investment in Open 
Science by the National Cancer Institute and allows Open 
Access to cancer images, trial data, and mechanisms for 
collaborative research. TCIA is not primarily technology 
focused but rather a service, designed to give access to image 
collections to the broadest possible research community. 
Open Science initiatives such as TCIA are producing 
substantial scientific impact.  Open science communities 
have formed around TCIA data collections and are gaining 
traction as evidenced by a steadily increasing output of 
abstracts, presentations and publications. 
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